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Pioneering NIST2 and ISO 27001 Cybersecurity Standards  
Coonect ApS and its dedicated team are actively preparing for the obligations outlined in the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and ISO 27001. Specializing in critical 
teleinfrastructure, we view it as our duty to closely follow these guidelines, anticipating the day 
when our clients seek a controlled and informed stance on cybersecurity.  

 

Recognizing the crucial role of NIST2 and ISO 27001 in fortifying our 
cybersecurity posture, Coonect ApS has implemented a strategic plan for their 

gradual integration into our daily operations. Our journey begins with a 
thorough gap analysis and risk assessment, identifying and evaluating 

potential vulnerabilities within our systems and processes. 
 

To align with NIST2 guidelines, stringent access controls have been 
established, including the encryption of sensitive data when required, and 

limiting access to authorized personnel only. Our commitment to cybersecurity 
education is evident through regular security awareness training, ensuring 

every team member is well-versed in the latest cyber threats and best 
practices for mitigation. 

 

The pursuit of ISO 27001 certification involves the establishment of a robust 
Information Security Management System (ISMS). Coonect ApS maintains a 

proactive stance, conducting internal assessments regularly to identify areas 
for improvement. Our developed incident response plan empowers our team to 

swiftly and effectively address potential security incidents, further enhancing 
our cybersecurity resilience. 

 
Collaboration is central to our success in meeting these standards. Coonect 

ApS fosters a culture of open communication, encouraging employees to 
promptly report security concerns. This collective vigilance strengthens our 

defense against evolving cyber threats. 
 

In conclusion, Coonect ApS recognizes the gravity of NIST2 and ISO 27001 
compliance. Our proactive approach, encompassing robust risk assessment, 

stringent access controls, continuous training, and vigilant employees, 

positions us as a frontrunner in our field, understanding the severity of 
information security. As we navigate the dynamic landscape of cyber threats, 

our steadfast commitment to these standards ensures the trust and confidence 
of our clients and partners. 
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